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ABSTRACT

A semiclassical calculation gives the exact answer for the Aharonov-Bohm phase shift
due to a magnetic field; either in free space or in metalic or semiconducting rings. The magnetic
vector potential is not required. The effect is interpretable as a special case of energy conservation
involving the Lorentz force. The effect is nonlocal because conservation of energy is nonlocal.
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The Aharoncv Bohm1 (or A - B) effect waa fornuitattd to show that a magnetic

flux can c&iue & phase shift in the interference pattern of ^combined electron beams.

It haa aba bee* seen in metalic and semiconductor rings11, where the m&gnetoreaia-

Xa.nct is periodic in flux, with period h/e. Various geometries alao ahow that it can

exert its effect nonkcally4.

It haa long been suggested that 4 difference in potential along both beams will

cause a difference in £ vavector, therefore a difference in phase1. In fact such effect

has been seen in a vacuum and is similar to the phase shift exhibited by neutrons due

to difference in gravitational potential. The difficulties in detecting the electrostatic

A — E effect in materials probably arise in that backscattering of electrons causes

phase memory to be lost; the material would have to be extremely pare and temper-

attire very low. In the magnetic cue such backscatteringstill retains phase memory.

It has been recently fonnd however that an electrostatic potential will modulate the

phase of A - B oscilatiana*. The electrostatic effect is easier to visualise physically

The magnetic A - B effect has lone been held to be a mysterious effect in

quantum theory in that a Lorenti force is not secessarily exerted on the electronic

paths. Also intervening in the nasal calculation procedure, is the magnetic vector

potential, which is known to be arbitrary to within the gradient or a scalar function.

While it is easy to prove Gauge invariance of resahs, it woo Id even be better to

dispense with the vector potential altogether. Abo rigoron9 derivation for phase

shift formulas is lacking in the general case, so it is interesting to compare different

approaches to the problem.

The following calculation allows in fact that a calculation combining mechanical

and wave properties Icadi to the result obtained i» the usual manner, showing it to

be interpretable as a. special case of energy conservation. In doing so the magnetic

A - B effect is placed on similar footing to the electrostatic A - B effect. In the

Miming qatmtqm-mcr.hanicAl conditions trf phase coherence die a»um<:d. Only the
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case of a time independent ilux is considered.

Consider Figare 1 in which there arc two wires 1 and 2 of equal length

L\ and i j ( i | = Li = L). Wire 2 is gradually moved to wire 1 inacontin-

uoua fashion, one can imagine that it merges with it. Curve h a perpendicular

to wire 2 . Flux $ is due to a magnetic field B perpendicular to the circuit

and confined to a region D, interior to the region of the initial positions <A wires 2

and 1 In particular curve A is perpendicular to wire 2 at each of ita suc-

cessive petitions. At each intermediate position the total wire length aL. Electronic

enrrent enters and leaves through leads at A and B.

At points/" and P" there will be aomc difference in velocity down wire 2 as

it is moved from curve h' to curve h". The difference in kinetic energy is

mnat be equal to the work done againBt the magnetic field due to the Lorentz force.

i*g)ti (Along A) (2)I

If the difference Aj between P1 and P" (along *) is very small; \v\ can be taken

a9 xhe average of v[P') and v{P"). Forthermore ti±E and dl is parallel %o ff •< B.

Therefore, to good approximation

= e v B

where

One thtn gets therefore

(3)

(4)

(6)

I :ff'f ' f t tiaiKSS&SS % n ZfZ

which simphb'rsto

(6)

where Aj is the small distance along curve ft joining points P' and P".

The total phase for wave motion from an entry point A to exit point B

along A' is

I I
where x< measures distance along cirve A'; k{F) is the converter. Similarly

LJLJP-i*" = / HP"W (8)

The phase difference « (if paths k' and h" are infiniteaimallyclose).

{ J
= ^ i

But J Bhj ix is nothing but A*, the llu.x swept by wire i aa it moves from

curve A' to curve k". Therefore

A 4 = j A * (11)

where A* to the variation In flux resultant from the motion. Total chance of phase

fromenrve 2 to curve 1 is by this argument.

here *c. = A/c » t n c elementary quantum of U«x. The raah is predody th-!

asir.g the usual A^ = l
x\ A\» ifi = J* calculation where î is the magnetic vector

potentials, but A was nowhere mentioned in the argument above.
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This brings us to a few critical comments.

The Bo'am-Aharonov eitect itsud to be a. nuniocai effect. We agree here; conser-

vation of energy igalao nonlocal In Figure 3 a panicle at position 1 and position

3 have different potential energies; but do not directly experience any force at these

positions.

It suggests that the usual quantum reanlt is exactly equhalent to the semi-

classical result in this case. Abo not everyone claima that the phwe shift formula

A'1'1 = $ f A • <ij ia in fact exact. Richard Fey«manT, in his well known lecture* on

Pkyoica, advances it on a -tentative basis only.

The argument is independent of the diapers ion E{k) of the material. The Fermi

velocity v = £ ($f-)t can be used, whatever E(k) is for the material Equation

(l) is then replaced by &E a ( ^ - ) t f (*i - i i ) « **(*» - *i) *»<! then set equal

to equation (it), ta obtain the same conclusion The LorenU force, while implitt in

quantum-mechanical calculations, ia reinstated in its importance here. Howe\«r thia

calculation does not assume the charges directly experience the Lorentx force at the

onter positions of the wires. Phase memory is retained for backscattering in the leads

in the magnetic case, because the Lorenti force changes sign, while the electrostatic

farce does sot, under reversal of charge motion. LorenU force does net influence

nation along the wire.

The aaaaraption that the wire lengths of 1 and 2 a.re tqnalcin also be

drcmed act that the urenment works for anv reasonable ah&De of two terminal circuit
* J u . , t

that the length (A one or both wires can in principle be made indefinitely long, does

tax ones physical understanding. However it should be remembered that there are

always phase-breaking processes stemming from inelastic events which limit their

length in practice, to less than the phase breaking length1''. Therefore experiments

ate undertaken at very low temperatures (few phonons).

If the ring hoa more than vwi> terminals,an extra phaac shift is present due to the

presence of external leads, additional to the A - B effect. Such effect can be traced

to a phase shift at a junction Thia can lead to the asymmetry effects observed in

fonr terminal devices9. Such external leada can abu have a phase-breaking effect.

It can be seen that the eminently topological character of tke effect ia preserved

by the treatment. Farther consideration can he give to writting10'11

In the magnetic A - B effect only the term J A • U suffices, while in the elec-

trostatic effect the second term b used. The way things are imagined here, the tret

term is in fact reduced to only the second, so it is incorrect to consider both simul-

taneously — untesa there ia really both a magnetic field Mid a scalar potential at the

same time. If properly interpreted, only & single term would seem sufficient

The final conclusion is that the reason an iiaccesaible field inflaencea the electron

ia that an energy barrier is set up between the beams. Conservation of energy ia then

used to draw the proper conclusion.

One conclusion may perhaps be subject to eventual experimentation; that the

classical velocity in u electron beam is different on both sides of a magnetic Inx —

if derived from a common source and if one specifically measures claaaiavl velocity

instead of having wave interference.
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Figure Captiona

Figure 1 : Wire $ is moved accnu from ita original petition, ending up at tht

position shown for wire 1 . Cvrve k is perpendicular to wire 1 at

each intermediate poaition and intersects vith position k' and A" at point

f" and P" respectiwly. A ivx $ due to a perpendicular magnetic field

ia confined io the region ahown aa D, interior to the original position of

the wires.

Figure 2 : A giwn particle ia shown at position I and 3 . It must exhibit a

difference in kinetic energy dne to the difference in potential energy at

the intermediate position. There is no force on the particle at position

1 or : .
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